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summary. Eleven companies participated in the Second Comparative Solution Project. The problem to be

solved is a three-phase coning problem that can be described as a radM cross section witi one central

producing well. The oil and water densities are nearly equal, so the oil/water capillary transition zone extends

high up into the oil column. Wide variations in rates occur, and the solution GOR ia unusually high for oil with

such high density. These problem characteristics mske the problem dlfticult to solve, thus increasing its value as

a test of simulation techniques. Various aspects of the numerical solutions obteined are compared in this paper.

In general, the solutions agree reasonably well.

Introduction

The previous effort in this series 1 generated considera-

ble interest. On request, on April 30, 1981, .Mz Odeh

presented the paper for a second time to a full house of

the London Peaoleum Section of SPE. The interest in con-

tinuing a project such as thk is great-both in the U. S

and abroad. Following his London success, Aziz Odeh

wrote in a lerecr CO SPE, “Extension of the cooperative

effort started with tlrk publication to cover more com-

plex models and problems would be very beneficial to the

industry. I recommend that rhe SPE undertake such an

endeavor. I believe the industry will welcome such a proj-

ect. ” “During the organization of the 1982 SPE Symposi-

um on Reservoir Simulation, the program chairman,

Khti]d fiIz, therefore suggested that we organize a comp-

arison of results on another test problem.

Because the previous problem bad been a field-scsle

simulation, it was suggested that a coning study might be

of interest. A problem drawn from an actual field case

was simplified somewhst to provide a challenging test

problem. It is a single-well radial cross section that in-

volves gas and water coning as well as gas repressuring.

It is a diftlcult problem that provides a good test of the

stability and convergence behavior of any simulator.

Invitations were mailed to a number of oil companies

and consulting organizations. Eleven companies chose to

participate in the project (Table 1). The organizers tried

to invite every company that had a distinct simulation

capability. Doubtless, some were imdvertently omitted,

and we apologize to such groups.

We feel that tie numerical solutions obteird agree sur-

prisingly well, considering the diversity of discretization

and solution techniques used. Whether the consensus is

actually close to the mathematical solution is, of course,

still an open question. The paper presents the text of the

problem, a comparison of results in graphicrd and tabu-

lar form, and a brief description of each model. We have
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included a dkplay of data concerning simulator perform-

ance (e.g., number of timesteps, number of Newtonian

iterations, and timing). Calculations were performed on

a number of different computers. Because the problem

is small, it is diftlcult to draw any general conclusions

from the daw in this paper, we point out a few ideas that

have occurred to us.

As remarked by some participants, the problem is rather

artificial in that it involves rate variations that would not

be likely to occur in practice. Furthermore, the solution

GOR is unmxdly high for oil with such a high density.

Both of these characteristics, however, meke the prob-

lem more difficult to soive, increasing its value as a test

of simulation techniques.

Description of the Simulator

ARCO Od errd Gas Co. ARCO’s two coning simula-

tors are implicit, three-phase, black-oil simulators. The

numericeJ formulation in both versions is a linearized

semi-implicit scheme with upstream weighting for phase

mobtibies. Whhin a timestep, only the norikear accumu-

lation term is updated if necessary. The algebraic equa-

tions are solved directh.

One version treats th; weIIs as distributed aourcas and

sinks. Phase and layer production rate .alkation are based

on the phase mob~ky of each layer. The D4 reordering

scheme is used to improve efficiency. 2 Three-phase rela-

tive permeabihties are calculated by Stone’s first

method. 3

The second version strongly couples a well equation

with the reservoir equations and solves simuksmously for

the reservoir variables, as well as the well rate or bot-

tomhole pressure (BHP). Pressure gradient in the well-

bore is assumed hydrostatic. Standard ordering of

gidblocka is used for solution of linear equations. Tbree-

phsse relative permeab~lties sre calculated by Stone’s sec-

ond method. 4
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TABLE 1–COMPANIES PARTICIPATING IN SPE COMPARATIVE

SOLUTION PROJECT

ARCO Oil and Gas Co. lntercomp

P.0, BOX 2819 Suite 1100

Dallas, TX 75221 10333 Rfchmond

Houston, TX 77042

Chevron Oi Field Research Co.

P.O. Box 446 McCord-Lewis Energy Services

La Habra, CA 90631 P.O. BOX 45307

Oallas, TX 75245

D&S Research. and Developmem Ltd.

200 Pembina Place J.S. Nolen & Assocs.

1035 7th Ave. S.W, Suite 560

Calgary, Alta., Canada T2P 3E9 16226 Park 10 Place

Houston, TX 77064

Franlab Consultant, S,A,

Petroleum Engineers Scientific So ftw3re cap

B.P. No. 14 18th Floor

06561 Valbonne Cedex, France First of Denver Plaza Building

633 17th Street

Gulf Research and Development Co. Denver, CO 80202

P.O. Drawer 2038

Pittsburgh, PA 15230 Shell Development Co.

P.O. BOX 481

Harwell Houston, TX 77001

Operations Research Group

Computer Science and Systems oiv,

Building 8.19

AERE Harwell, Oxfordshhe, England

TABLE 2–RESERVOIR DESCRIPTION

8

s
18

12

19

16

(!%d)

35.000

47.500

148.000

9.9000

000

Thickness

(n) (:d) POrOsity-

20 3.500 0.0s7

15 4.750 0.097

26 14.800 0.111

15 _._.. 20.200 0.160

5 16 90.0 -- 9.000 0.130

6 14 418.500 41,850 0,170

7 775.000 77.500 0.170

6 60.000 6.000 0.080

9 632.000 66.200 0.140

10 472.000 47.200 0.130

11 125.000 12.500 0.120

12 300.000 30.000 0.105

13 20 137.500 13,750 0.120

14 50 19!,000 19.100 0.116

15 100 350.000 35.000 0.157

.Pom,lty b at reference pressure (3,600 psi).

The test problem was solved with both simulators, but

ARCO believes the second model to be more accurate.

The results rmortcd here were calculated. bv the second

model.

Chevron Oil Field Research Co. The coning option of

Chevron’s generd-puq?ose black-oil reservoir simulator

(CRS-3D) was used. For this option, tbe program per-

fonm a fldfy implicit, simuftmteous c61culati0n of pres-

sure, saturation, and wellbore BHP.. NonIinear

conservation equations for o!, -w, and water a’e obtained

for each cell by use of a fimte-dfference discretization.

These equations, together with the well-constraint equa-

tion, are linearized and iterated to convergence by the

Newton-Raphson method. Linear equations are solved

with sparse Gaussian elimination and D4 ordering.

Tmesteps are automatically selected by a comparison

of maximum values of calculated pressure snd saturation
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changes for the current timestep to user-specified quanti-

ties. The next timestep is estimated by the multiplication

of the current timestep by tie most restrictive ratio of uscr-

Suecified v61ue to maximum calculated value for tie cur-

rent timestep. A maximum timestep value of 11 days was

used for this run. When the Newton-Raphson method does

not converge after 10 iterations, the timestep is halved.

This is considered to be a “backup.” -. ...

D&S Re.wsrch and Development Ltd. ‘The D&S simu-

lator is a fully implicit, three-dimensional (3 D), tbree-

phase program that solves simultaneously for all

unknowns.

At each iteration in each titnestep,the coefficients of the

matrix 6.re obtained by the Newton-Raphson method.

Variable substitution is used to reduce the number of

unknowns and to handle the reappearance/disappearance

of the phases. The system of linear equatiom is then solved

simultaneously with an iterative method that is based on

the ITD4MIN procedure. 5 In large-scale simulations,

most of the computing time is spent in soIution of the

matrix of c0efticient3 rather than in the ~eneration of the

weff:cients. Use of the fully implicit coeftlcients ensures

maximum stability, and the use of simultaneous solution

avoids problems of decoupling the equations. The itera-

tive method employed significantly reduces the comput-

iog time for the aOIutiOn of the system of line6r equations,

and this, for large problems, more than outweighs the ad-

dkional time spent in the fully implicit aimult6ne0us-

solution approach.

Stone’s wcond relative-pwmcabilhy model is ukd with

single-point upstream weighting.

Frmdab Conanksnt, S.A. The Franlab simulator is a

two-dimensional (2 D), three-phaseprogram that solies

simultaneously forpo, SW, and Sg.6 Semi-implicit ap-

proximations are used for relative penneabthy and capil-
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TABLE 3—BASIC DATA

Geometry

Radial extent, ff

Wellbore radius, ft

Radial position of first block center, ft

Number of radial blocks

Radial block boundaries, ft

Number of vertical layers

Dip angle, degrees

Depth to top of formation, ft

Rock and Fluid Data

Pors compressibility, psi -‘

Water compressibility, psi -‘

Oil compressibility for undersatu<ated oil, psi”

oil viscosity compressibility for under$aturated

oil, psi -

Stock-tank oil density, Ibmlcu ft

Stock-tank water density, Ibmicu ft

Standard-condition gas density, Ibmliu ft

2,050

0.25

0.84

10

0.25, 2.00, 4.32, 9.33, 20.17,

43.56, 94.11, 203.32, 439.24,

948.92, and 2,050.00

15

0

9,000

4%10-’3

3X1 O-6

IX IO-5

o

45.0

63.02

0.0702

Initial Conditions

Depth of gasbil contact, ft 9,035

Oil pressure at 9as/oil contact, psi

Capillav pressure at gasloil contact, psi

3,600

Depth of waterloil contact; R 9,20:

CapillaW pressure at water/Oil contact, psi o

Well Data

Completed in blocks+

Permeability/Odckness, md-ft

Skin

Minimum BHFP, psi

Pump depth, ff

Production Sohedule

Time Period

(days)

1 to 1,0

10 to 50

50 to 720

720 to 900

~(jo~ (1 ,8)
480

‘o o

3,000
9,110

Dil Production Rate, --

(STBID)

1,000

100

1,000

100

.The @ll Ls located at th@ inner boundw 01 each gridblock.

- .The imd.cm. schedule u to be mi.timd until the BHFP is equal to the COti.!mint ml...

lary pressure. Nonliness terms are not iterated. The sure is continuous from the reservoir to the wellbore,

linearized tinite-dfference equations are solved by Gaus- water is not produced until water satiation reaches the

sian elimimticm ti”ith conventional orderin~. zero of the imbibition cauiilar! -pressure curve, and Eas

The capillary end effect is talen into ac~ount in thf!

boundary conditions for the well. BHP’s are calculated

implicitly with an iterative procedure.

011 relative pernieabilities are calculated by a proce-

dure that linearly interpolates between water/oil and

gasloil curves on tiie basis of a ternary diagram.

Gulf Research and Developrnefit CO. The Gulf black-

oil coning model employs standard point-centered spa-

tial @ifferencing :and fully implicit. backward time

differencin~. The well equations are tidly coupled in that

the wellbore pressure at each producing node is an

unknown. The nonlinear equations are solved by a mod]-

fkd Nev@n method. For thk problem, a dkect solver

was used to solve the linear eqttatiotis.

The formidation incorporates capilbry end effects. The

end effect is based on the assumption that the oil pres-

knmal of Petroleum Techn.lo3y, March 1986

is not produced uiwil gas ~am~ti-on reaches critical s~tu-

ration. Once these saturations are reached, they remain

at these values. Because no imb]bitiort curve dam were

provid,ed, the zero of the imbibition ctirve was assumed

to occur at SW=0.8.

Because the finitediffererice method is point-centered,

different mesh points than those prescribed in the origi-

nal data were used. In the r dkection, the mesh, given

as dktance from the origin in feet, is

0.25 (rW), 2.Oi), 4.32, 9.33, 20.1.7, 43.56, 94.11,

203.32, 439.24, 948.92, and 2,050.00.

In meters:

0.08, 0.61, 1.32, 2.84, 6.15, 13.28, 28.68, 61.97;

133.88, 289.23, and 624.84.
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Fig. l—Resetvoir model.

TABLE 4–SATURATION FUNCTIONS

Water/Oi Functions

Sw kw km Pmw

0.22 0,0 1,0 7.0

0.30 0,07 0.4000 4.0

0.40 0.15 0,1250 3.0

0.50 0,24 0,0649 2.5

0.60 0,33 0.0048 2.0

0.80 0.65 0.0 1.0

0.90 0,83 0.0 0.5

1.00 1.0 0.0 0.0

Gas/Oil Functions

~
kw

km ~

0,0 0.0 1.0 0,0

0.04 0.0 0.60 0.2

0.10 0.0220 0.33 0,5

0,20 0.1000 0.10 ,1.0

0.30 0.2400 0.02 1.5

0.40 0.3400 0,0 2.0

0.50 0,4200 “0,0 2.5

0.60 0.5000 0.0 3.0

0.70 0.8125 0.0 3.5

0.73 1.0 0,0 3.9

In the z direction, the mesh, given as depth from the sur-

face in feet, is

9,012.50, 9027.50, 9,042.50. 9,055.50, 9,066.50,

9,085.50, 9,098.50, 9,113.50, 9,114.50, 9,129.50,

9,150.50,9,153.50, 9,188 .50,9,189.50,9,228.50, and

9,289.50.

In meters:

2747.01, 2751.58, 2756.15, 2760.12, 2763.47,

2769.26,2773.22,2777.79, 2778.10,2782.67,2789.07,

2789.99, 280065, 2800.96, 2812.85, and 2831.44.

In addition, two other points in the z direction at depths

of 8,987.50 and 9,428.50 ft [2739.4 and 2873.8 m] were

added. Fully sealing faults were placed at 9,000.0 and

9,359.0 ft [2743.2 and 2852.6 m]. The purpose of these

points and the faults was to model a blo,ck-centered sys-

tem better. .48 a result, 198 mesh points were used vs.

the 150 cells in the problem statement. Oil reIative per-

nieabilities were calculated according to the Dietrich and

Bondor technique for Stone’s second method. 7 (For thk

problem, the Dietrich and Bondor modification is identi-

cal to Stone’s method.)
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Fig. ‘Z—lrdtial saturation distribution.

HatweU. The test problem was solved with PORES, a

~enerel-mtroose imizlicit. three-uhase. 3D black-oil reser-

‘~oir sim”tia~or. 8 Et%ciericy is akev&l when the coupled

equations are solved by a new sequential method that auto-

matically ensures material balance. This method slso con-

serves material and uses a truncated conjugate gradient

technique to accelerate convergence. Simultaneous and

dkecl solution options are 81s0 provided. PORES contains

an extensive well model that is numerically stable, meets

production targets precisely, and apportions flows ac-

curately to individual layers of the reservoir model. Tbe

user can specify whether free gas is allowed to dissolve

in oil during repressmization. Relative pertneabdities may

be calculated with either single-point or two-point up-

stream weighting. Three-phase oil relative permeabllhies

are mlculated with either Stone’s second method or an

unpublished method developed at HarweU.

The test problem was solved with single-point upstream
. .

weighting with both relative permeability methods. Rum

with both repressurization options gave equivalent results.

The results reperted used the “no-resolution” option and

Stone’s formula. The CPU times quoted were obtained

with the iterative matrix solver, which was significantly

faster” than the direct solver in this case.

Jntercomp. The test problem was solved witl the implicit-

flow model, which simulates one-, two-, or tbree-

dimensiotml isothermal flow of three phases in Cartesian

or cylindrical coordinates. 9

The model treats two hydrocarbon components, is fu-

Iy implicit for reliabili~ (stability) with one exception,

end accounts for the presence of vaporized oil in the gas

phase (r,) in addition to dissolved gas (R,). It therefore

simulates gas condensate reservoirs that do not require

fully compositional (muhicompment) PVT treatment. The

one exception to the fully implicit treatment is a semi-

implicit treatment of the &location of a well’s total rate

aniong its several completed layers.

Linearization of the finite-difference equations gives

three difference equations (for each gridblock) in the six

dependent variables 6S%,, 8S0, 6S , 8R,, dr,, and 6P. If

f“the gridblock is two-phase water od, then &Sg and b,

disappear frbm the Iist of six unknowns and the satura-

tion consmaint allows elimination of &SW or &S.. If the

block is two-phase gas/water, then &Sa and 8R, disap-

pear and the saturation constraint allows elimination of

&$W or 6S8. Thus in any case, the linearized primary

Jownal of Petroleum Technology, March 1986 .



TABLE 5—PVT PROPERTIES

.-..

Pressure

(R6%TB)

1.0120

1.0255

1.0300

1.0610

1.0630

1.0750

1.0870..

1,0985

t.lloo

1.1200

1,1300

1,1400

1.1480

1.1550

Density

(Ibmlc. f!)

46.497

48.100

49.372

50.728

52,072

53,318

54,399

‘55.424

56,203

56.930

67.534

57.864

58.267

58.564

Saturated 0[1

Viscosity Solution GOR

(Cp) (scf/STS)

1,17 165

1,14 335

1.11 500

i .08 865

1.06 828

1.03 985

t .00 1,130

‘0.9.9 i ,270

0,95 1,390

0.94 1,500

0,92 1.600

0.91 1,876

0,90 1,750

0,89 1,810

(RS%TB)

1,01303

1.01182

1,01061

i .00940

1.00820

1.00700

1.00580

7:00460

1.00241

1:00222

1,00103

0,99985

0.99866

0.99749

Water

Den*Oy

(Ibml.. ft)

62,212

62,286

62.360

62.436

62.510

62.585

62.659

62.734

62.808

62.383

62.958

63.032

63.107

63.161

viscosity

&

0.96

0,96

0.96

.0,86

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.86

0.96

0,96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.86

Gas

Density Mscasity

(Mc%TB) (Ibm(c” fi) ~

5.90 2.119 0.0130

2.95 4.238 0.0135

1.96 6.397 0.0140

1:47 6.506 0.0145

1.18 i 0.596 0.0150

0.98 i 2,756 0.0155

0.84 14,88S 0,0160

(psia)

400

600

1,200

1,600

2,000

2.4n0

2,600

3,200

3,600

4,000

4,400

4,800

5.200

0.74 16,896 0,0165

0,65 19,236 0.0170

0.59 21.192 0.0175

0,54 23.154 0.0160

0.49 25.517 0.0185

0.45 27.765 0.0190

0.42 29.769 0.01955;660

equations become three simultaneous equations in three sure equation, and then each of the three-phase saturations

unknowns that are solved by D4 direct scdution or by an is calculated from a semi-implicit equation with known

iterative method.

Relative permeabilities are calculated by a normalized

variation of Stone’s second method. (This variation is

identical to Stone’s method for this problem.) Single-point

up8tream weighting of relative permeabilhies is used.

McCord-Lewis Energy Services. This simulator is a

general-purpose 2D model that employ6 an FVF PVT

description with a vnriable saturation pressure feature. The

matrix grid can be located in the vertical or horizontal

plane. Radial segments may be used on one axis in either

mode of operation.

In the vertical mode, the model can be applied to the

smdy of individual well problems. Its ablIit y m describe

several completion intervals in a single well lends itself

to detailed coning calculations, specinl completion tech-

niques, and the solution of other well problems. Relative-

permeability approximations are semi-implicit (extrapo-

lated over the timestep), and finite-difference equ6tions

are solved sequential y. In other words, the three eaua-

pressures. The entire sequence can be repeated with up-

dated pressures and saturations.

011 relative penneahilities are calculated according

to Stone’s first method. The tinite-dfference equations

are solved by Gaussian elimination with conventional

ordering.

J.S. NoIen mrd Assocs. The test problem was solved with

the vectorized implicit program (VIP), a geneml-purpme,

3D, three-phase black-oil simulator. 10. I ] Because either

rectartgular or cylindrical grid networks can be used, VIP

efficiently soives both single-well and field-scale produ-

ction problems. -. ..=

VIP is fully implicit in saturations and bubblepoint and

uses a modified Newton-Rapbson iteration to solve simul-

taneously for three unknowns per gridblock. [Optional

finite-difference formulations include implicit pre$

sure/expIicit saturation (IMPES) and art implicit water/oil

formulation that solves for two unkoowns Der eridblock.1

tions for each gridblo~k are combined irito a single p~es- BHP is iterated to the new time level. ‘ -

TABLE 6—COMPARISON OF CALCULATE RESULTS

Initial Fluids in Place
Tirne,on

al Wale, Gas Decline

company

Time%P Nonhoa, Matrix CPU Time

(10%B] (lOESTF) (10% I (days) Time$!w$ CUIS UPda!es 3oluricm
——.—————.

ARCO

Co.wler ~ Comments

74.03 47.01 257 92

Chevron % 73.94 47.13 217 98 :7 6%2 D?G% I:M”3%% 9a2 Multi.

142

D&s

Fran lab

Gulf

=,1 1 74.97

28,89 73,93

2WS 73,49

47.11

47,09

47.63

315

280

230

158

122

37

7’0
2

290

122

94

11,,. D4

Gauss

D+Gauss

VAX 11/T80

VAX 11/7s0

IBM 3023

903

1 ,s47

64.1

w.9rammi.9

environment:

Poim.

centered grid

Not

veclor-zed

Harwell

I“te’comp

MCCOrd.Lewi,

Nolen

28.89

28.S9

28.92

28.68

2S.68

28.89

72.96

7396

T393

74,12

74,12

73.96

47.09

47.09

47.13

46,9s

%,98

47.08

232

232

210

257

257

237

44

44

/3$0

180

33

161

161

20

360

95

.Iter.

11.,,

D+Gaus$

Gauss

Gauss

D4.G.USS

Cray.1 s

IBM 3033

crap s

ISM 3033

yD&e,755

75.7

54.3

4,0

228

1.110

26.3 A“tomaflc

tim?.tem
Aulomatic

timestep,

Automatic

time,!ep,

SPecified

times!em

28,89

2s.88

28.89

73.S6

73.96

73.96

47,08 237 33 3 95

95

77

D.l+aws CDC 203

CDC 205

CDC 176

12.2

3.7

21,3

47.08 237

237

33

20

3 D4.Gwss

D&Gauss47.08

47.04

46,84

3

Ssc
Shell

28.87

26.76

74.03

74,0s

250

222

237

231

G.”.,

D4.Gauss

Criayls

Univac

13.9

280
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The finite-difference equations may be solved either

iteratively or with D4 Gaussian elimination. A normal-

ized vsriation of Stone’s second method is used to cslcu-

Iate relative pernmabilities; single-point upstream

weighting is applied in the tinite-difference eqdations.

D4 Gaussim elimination was used to solve the test prob-

lem. Two solutions were submitted, one that used auto-

matic timestep control and one that used specified

timesteps. The objective of the run with specified

timesteps was to solve the problem in the mim”mum num-

ber of timesteps that would not adversely affect the re-

sults. Results from the two mns were virtu?lly identical.

Scientific Software Corp. Scientific Software Corp.

(SSC) has developed a black-oil model that employs an

adaptive implicit methnd (AIM). 12 This technique seeks

to achieve an optimum with respect to stability, tnmca-

tion error, and computer cost. Typically, during simula-

tion only a small frsction of the total number of gridblncks

experiences sufficiently large surges in pressure and/or

saturation to justify implicii treatment. When it is need-

ed, implicit treatment may not be required in all phases

or for long periods of time. Moreover, those cells requir-

ing implicit treatment will change as the simulation pro-

ceeds. Various degrees of implicitness are invoked

regionally or individually cell by cell; i.e., the solution

is advanced with adjacent cells having different degrees

of implicitness. One can also override AIM and operaie

in a fully implicit,” partially implicit, or an IMPES mode.

The simulator is a general-purpose package offering 3D

capabdity in both Cafiesian snd cylindrical cgordhates.

-----

Variable bubblepoint problems sre handled by variable

substitution. Nornial-order Gaussian elimination is used

to solve the tinite-difference equations. Relative permea;
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. .

bilities are evaluated by the Dletrich-Bondor variation of perrneabilities and capillary pressure are assumed to be

Stone’s second method. Shgle-point upstream weighting lintir functions of the new saturation (semi-implicit). The

is used for relative Parmeabllity, and in addhion, hmmo:ic equations for the wells are also treated in the same way,

weight ing may be applied to the total mobility, A,. and the wellbore pressure or rate is solved simultaneously

with the other dependent variables. The equations are writ-

Sheff Development Co. Tbe Shell isothermal reservoir ten in residual form and are solved directly for the change

simulation system 14 operates either in an IMPES or semi- per iteration in the dependent variables by a direct method

imtdicit mode. The dewndent variables. solved simulta- witb D4 numbering. Nonlinear terms are up&ted and the

ne~usly in the implici; mode, are the oil-phase pressure, equations re-solved-undl the error in each equation reaches

water-phase saturation, mtd oil-phase saturation. The three a prescribed level.

equations of mass conservation for the three pseudocom- Tmesteps are chosen automatically in a method previ-

ponents are dkcretized in a consistent manner. Relative ~Uly de~~ibed, 14 I+dbue to meet various criteria (e.g., ,-. .-. .

—.
Fig. 6—!3HP.
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F,g. /—rressure arawaown.

nonconvergence or ioO large a saturation change) can

cause a recafctdation with a suitably smaller value for the

timestep,

Moving pictures can be made fmm asrays that are stored

for use as potential restart puints.

Statement of the Problem

A cross-sectional view of the reservoir is presented in Fig.

1, and the reservoir properties and stratification are de-

tailed in Table 2. The reservoir is initially at capil-

lary/gravity equilibrium with a pressure of 3,600 psia

[24.8 MPa] at the gas/oil contact depth of 9,035 ft [2754

m]. The waterloil contact is located at a depth of 9,209

ft [2807 m]. The reference capillmy pressure at each con-

tact is O psi. The single production well at the center of

the radial system is completed in Blocks 1,7 and 1,8.

Other pertinent baaic data are given in Table 3. Satura-

tion functions and PVT properties are dkplayed in Ta-

bles 4 and 5. Water FVF and density in Table 5 were

actually calculated from given formulas:

Bw=Bw~/[l+cw(p–pJ]

and

Pw=Pwb[l+Cw(P-Pb)],

where B ~b = 1.0142 RB/STB [1.0142 res m3/stock-tank

m3], o~b=62.14 lbm/cu ft [995 kdm3], Pb=14.7 ~si

[101 I&a], and CW=3X10-6 psi-’ [435x10-6 Pa- ].

Participants were asked to carry out computer calcuk3-

tions and report the results described below.

Resulte To Be Reported

The results that were to be reported included the number

of timesteps; CPU time and computer time (report for

more than one computer, if pussible); the total number

of nonhnear updates (iterations on nonhear terms); the

total number of timestep cut$ the time when the well goes

on decline (if ever); the initial fluids in pkic% and plots

of initial gas and water saturation proffles vs. depth, oil

production rate vs. time, water cut vs. time, GOR vs.

time, BHP vs. time, and pressure drawdown [P(1 ,7)-BHPl

vs. time.

352

Results

Consensus inhial gas and water saturation distributions

are shown in Fig. 2. A comparison of results is given in

Table 6 and Figs. 3 tbruugh 7.

Gulf employed a point-centered grid. All of their cal-

culations are in good agreement with those of the other

companies with the exception of the pressure drawdown

carve (FI% 7). Dkcreoancies in the latter can be exolained

-.

by the’fa~t that, in th~ puint-centered grid, the ra~ial po-

sition uf the first interior calculation point is 2.0 ti [0.61”

ml, whereas in the bk?ck-centezed framework tie distance

is 0.84 ft [0.26 m]. If one assumes, albeit sumewhat in-

accurately, the steady-state logaridunic variation of pres-

sure with radkal position, then the pressure drawdown,
_.—.

corrected to block-centered location, is given by

ln(r~lrw)

@b= APp—,
In(rplrw)

where Ap is the pressure drawdown and subscripts b and

p refer to biock-centered and point-centered, respective-

ly. For tbk test case, rb =0.84 ft [0.26 m], rP =2.0 ft

[0.61 m], and rw=0.25 ft [0.08 m], yielding @b =0.583

.dPP. Sel-ed values of APL, are plotted as closed trian-

gles on Fig. 7 to show the agreement with the other block-

cenrered values.

Use as a Test Problem

During the course of designing the test problem, it was

found that various changes in the input data could make

the problem much more difflcuk to nm. We list these here

for potential we in checking new simulators.

1. The wdl kk is equal to the layer kh. If the well kh

of the lower (tight) layer is made equa2 to or larger than

that of the upper layer, the bottomhole flowing pressure

(BHFP) will play a significant role in production alloca-

tion between layers.

2. The kdkk ratio is 0.1. If it is set tu 0.5, much more

coning will occur. Thus the transients in saturations wiU

be more significant.

3. If the higher production rate is doubled or tripled,

pressure transients will be more significant.
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4. If the BHFP knit is lowered and the rste is increased,

more gridblock will go through the bubblepoint. Then,

when the rate is diminished, more of the reservoir will

become undersaturated.

We had considered asking what was the approximate

“mathematical” solution tu the problem (BS posed), as

we13 as what was a reasonable “engineering” solution.

This question, although of considerable interest, seemed

to be dlfflcult to formulate precisely. We solicit written

remarks on tbk point, as welf as comments on any other

B8p@s of the problem or the individual soIutions obtained.

Nomenclature

Bg = gas FVF, Mcf/STB [res m3/stock-tmk m3]

Bo = oil FVF, RB/STB [res m3/stock-tank m3]

B. = water FVF, RB/STB [res m3/stock-tank

m31

Bwb = water FVF at base pfessure pb, RB/STB

[res m3/stock-tsnk m3]

CW = water compressibfity, psi – 1 [kPa -i]

M = pe~~bjjity/ticbess product, md-ft

[red. m]

km = gas relative permeability, dimensionless

k,~g = OS relative permeability in gasloil system,

dimensionless

k row = oil relative permeability in water/Oil

system, dimensionless

kw = water relative permeability, dimensiodess

k,/kk = verticsl-to-horizontal permeability ratio

k. = absolute permeability in radisl duection,

md

kz = absolute permeability in verdcal direction,

md

p = pressure, psia [kPa]

Pb = b=e pressure, psis &Pa]

pO = oil pressure, psia ma]

P=go = gas/Oil capillary pressure, psi [kPa]

P cow = Oil/water capillary pressure, psi [kPa]

rb = radial location of first block-centered

calculation point, ft [m]

rP = radid location of first point-centered

calculation point, ft [m]

r, = vaporized oi2/gas ratio, STB/scf [stOck-tmk

m3/std m3]

~w = wellbore radks, ft [m]

R. = solution GOR, scf/STB [std m3 /stock-tank

m31

Sg = gas saturation, %

SO = oil saturation, %

SW = water saturation, %

bX = change in unknown X

&b = pressure drawdown @(l ,7)-PBH] in block-

centered grid, psi &Pa]

APP = pressure drawdown [p(l,7)-PBH] in point-

centered grid, psi [kPa]

A, = total mobility

h = water density, Ibmlcu ft [kg/m3]

P wb = water density at base pressure P6, lbm/cu

ft Kg/m3]
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bbl X 1.589873 E–01 = m3

q x I.0* E–03 = Pas

CU ft X 2.831 685 E–02 = m3

ft X 3.048* E–01 = m

lbm/cu ft x 1.601846 E+O1 = kg/m3

md-ft X 3.280839 E+OO = md. m

psi x 6.894757 E+OO = kpa

psi -1 x 1.450377 E–01 = kPa-l

T.anvmsio” factor is exnct, .Jm
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TABLE 5 - PVT PROPERTIES

Saturated Oil —

Pressure B. Density

_hwLL. w (ibm/cu ft)

400

800

1200

1600

2000

2400.

2800

3200

3600

4000

4400

4800

5200

5600

1.0120

1.0255

1.0380

1.0510

1.0630

1.0750

1.0870

1.0985

1.1100

1 ● 1200

1.1300

1.1400

1.1480

1.1550

46.497

48.100

49.372

50.726

52.072

53.318

54.399

55.424

56.203

56.930

57.534

57.864

58.267

58.564

Vise.

M_

1.17

1.14

1.11

1.08

1.06

1.03

1.00

0.98

0.95

0.94

0.92

0.91

0.90

0.89

Solution GOR

@fLm!l_

165

335

500

665

828

985

1130

1270

1390

1500

1600

1676

1750

1810

Water Gas

&
1.01303

1.01182

1.01061

1.00940

1.00820

1.00700

1.00580

1.00460

1.00341

1.00222

1.00103

0.99985

0.99866

0.99749

Density

(lbnJcu ft)

62.212

62.286

62.360

62.436

62.510

62.585

62.659

62.734

62.808

62.883

62.958

63.032

63.107

63.181

Vise. BO Density Vise.

(CP)

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

@kI!2 (lbmlcuft) k!l.

5.90

2.95

1.96

1.47

1.18

0.98

0.84

0.74

0.65

0.59

0.54

0.49

0.45

0.42

2.119

4.238

6.379

8.506

10.596

12.758

14.885

16.896

19.236

21.192

23.154

25.517

27.785

29.769

0.0130

0.0135

0.0140

0.0145

0.0150

0.0155

0.0160

0.0165

0.0170

0.0175

0.0180

0.0185

0.0190

0.0195



TABLE 6 - COFIPARISON OF CALCULATED RESULTS

Initial Fluids in Place

Company Oil, 106STB Water,106STB Gas, 106SCF

Arco 28.80 74.03 47.01

Chevron 28.88 73.94 47.13

D&S 29.11 74.97 47.11

Franlab 28.89 73.93 47.09

Gulf 28.90 73.92 47.08
29.29 73.49 47.63

11 ,0 ,,

Harwel 1 28.89 73.96 47.09
,, ,, M

Intercomp 28.92 73.93 47.13

McCord-Lewis 28.68 74.12 46.98
11 11 t,

Nolen 28.89 73.96 47.08
II II ,,
,, II 0,
,, ,1 ,,

Ssc 28.87 74.03 47.04

Shel 1 28.76 74.08 46.94

Time on
Decline, Timestep Non-1 inear !?atrix

Oays Timesteps cuts Updates Solution

257

217

315

280

218
235
,,

232
,,

57

257
It

237
,0
,,
,,

250

222

92

98

158

122

38
31
,,

44
II

14

180
,,

33
0
,,
20

63

118

7

27

7

10

2
6
t,

3
It

2

3
,,

3
,,
,,
t,

9

13

92

632

290

122

178
176
,,

161
,,

69

360
,,

95
,,
,,

77

237

231

Gauss

D4-Gauss

Iter. 04

Gauss

D4-Gauss
,,
,,

Iter.
,,

D4-Gauss

Gauss
II

D4-Gauss
,,
,,
,,

Gauss

1)4-$auss

CPIIlime,
Computer Seconds Comnents

IfjY 3033 142

18M 370/168 942

VAX 11/780 903

VAX 11/780 1947

IBM 3033 397

IBM’’37O/l6B 1;%

Multiprogramming
Environment

Block-centered grid
Point-centered qrid

,,

Cray-lS
IBP 3033

Cray-lS

IBM 3033
Prime 750

CDC 176
COC203
COC205
CDC 176

Cray-lS

Univac
1100/84

15.7
54.3

Not vectorized

3.6

228
1110

26.3
12.2
3.7
21.3

13.9

280

Automatic timesteps
,,
,,

Specified timesteps
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